ABFO Application Checklist

- Application
- Transcripts for all higher education
- 3 Letters of recommendation
- Attend 4 meetings (4 separate years)
- Participate in 2 annual meetings
- Affiliated with agency for 2 yrs minimum
- 5 autopsies observed and documented
- 32 Forensic cases
  a. 20 IDs
     i. 15 positive
     ii. 5 resections
     iii. 10 must have radiographs done by candidate
     iv. ABFO Dental ID Workshop allows for a maximum of 5 cases
  b. 5 Age Assessments
     i. child < 12 (1 required)
     ii. adolescent 12-19 (1 required)
     iii. adult >19 (1 required)
     iv. at least 1 required from personal casework
     v. at least 1 required from DAA repository or DAA WS
     vi. No more than 3 from ABFO DAA WS or other DAA WS
     vii. No more than 2 from ABFO DAA Repository
  c. 4 Bitemark cases
     i. Current or historical cases
        1. 1 case must have enough evidentiary value to compare to suspect dentition
        2. 1 case must come from repository
        3. ABFO BM workshop fulfills 2 cases and the repository requirement
  d. 3 cases from any aspect of forensic odontology
  e. 1 sworn testimony case from own, ABFO Civil Lit WS or other approved WS
  1 ID, 1 BM, 1 DAA submitted electronically in entirety (WS cases are not acceptable)
  Additional forensic activity (350 points)
  a. Cannot use any of the above meetings or cases if claimed as credit already
  b. 20 pts per case exceeding above (maximum 100 pts)
  c. 20 pts per extra sworn testimony (maximum 100)
  d. 1 pt per hour approved CE (maximum 100)
  e. 25 pts original lecture or demo at formal meeting (maximum 100)
  f. 50 pts for principal authorship
  g. 25 pts for second article or collaborating author
  h. 20 pts per yr for formal affiliation above the required number (maximum 60 pts)
  i. Mass Fatality Incident (maximum 40 based on criteria listed in requirements)
  j. Other forensic activity as stipulated in the requirements

Candidate Name: ________________________________________________________________

Submit the application with all of the supporting documents at one time to the ABFO CE Committee Chairman on a USB flash drive or upload to a Dropbox folder. Contact the Chairman at C&EChair@abfo.org for mailing address